Inter-harmonics which exist in non-integer multiples of main harmonics cause power quality problems. In this study, in order to overcome power quality problems, ESPRIT algorithm which is one of the methods used for inter-harmonic detection which couldn't be accomplished by conventional spectrum analysis methods such as Fast Fourier Transform was realized in MATLAB environment. Software which was prepared in MATLAB environment has properties which are creating input signals, importing external signals, plotting frequency spectrum which is computed from obtained values with ESPRIT and presenting relative error rate of real signal values and ESPRIT algorithm values.
Introduction
In power systems, harmonic problem has existed since the emergence of alternating current (AC) systems and many studies have been proposed for definition and determination of this problem since beginning of 20 th century. Due to the fact that linear systems were generally used in the early stages of power systems, harmonics which were encountered in power systems were multiples of the main harmonics. Revealing these types of harmonics can easily be performed with commonly known techniques such as Fourier Transform. For this reason, in the early period of power electronics, harmonic analysis was not a conspicuous issue. But, at the end of 20 th century, inter-harmonics became an important issue depending on the development of semiconductor technology and its technological applications which include non-linear circuits such as converters, inverters, cycloconverters, rectifiers, etc. Inter-harmonics which are produced by non-linear circuits couldn't be determined with conventional harmonic analysis methods. Therefore, many techniques have been developed on inter-harmonic analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Inter-harmonic determination methods could be separated in three classes: parametric methods, non-parametric methods and hybrid methods ( Figure 1 ) [6] . Parametric methods define signal parameters (amplitude, phase and frequency) with mathematical equation and solve this equation stochastically or deterministically (such as MUSIC, ADALINE, Kalman Filter, Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT), Prony etc.) [1, 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] . On the other hand, non-parametric methods are such algorithms that could decompose signal's attributes (amplitude, phase and frequency) without depending on mathematical equations (such as Discrete Fourier Transform, Hilbert-Huang Transform, Wavelet Transform etc.) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Lastly, hybrid methods are combination of parametric and non-parametric methods for determining signal components. The most important feature of hybrid methods are that their capability to blend advantages of parametric and non-parametric methods and creating more robust method. There are many hybrid methods which are created by combining parametric and non-parametric methods [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this study, ESPRIT method which belongs to parametric methods is investigated. Simulator program which is written in MATLAB [20] is designed for educational purposes. In this simulator, users can produce signals which are obtained from type IV energy conversion model [21] , analyze produced signals and obtain related results graphically and numerically.
Materials and Method
In this section, chosen data model and ESPRIT method are explained. Data model is based on AC-DC-AC conversion system. ESPRIT algorithm is described with related data model. Details are explained in sub-sections.
Data model
Using realistic data are important for harmonic analysis. Because, randomly selected harmonic signals may be lack of signal processing issues such as picket-fence effect and spectral leakage. On the other hand, obtaining realistic data can be inconvenient and costly due to necessary for complex power system circuits. In order to overcome these difficulties, verified data models can be used for production of harmonic signals.
Although it is known that inter-harmonics are produced by non-linear loads, there are a few studies which focus on their creation mechanism [21] [22] [23] [24] . According to these works, harmonic sources can be classified in four sub-concepts. They are AC-DC-AC conversion systems, AC-AC conversion systems, Time varying loads and continuously varying power production in system which are wind turbines, solar panels, etc.
In this work, type IV energy conversion system model are selected for signal production. This data model is verified with carried out measurements and appropriate for this work. Interharmonics which are produced by type IV systems are caused by ripples at DC link voltage of AC-DC-AC conversion system. In this model, it is assumed that, input frequency of this system is constant.
Inter-harmonic estimation methods

Parametric
Non-parametric Hybrid
Discussed system contains 3-phase rectifier, and single phase DC-AC inverter. Input frequency of rectifier is 1 . Frequencies of voltage across diodes are 6 1 and output capacitor is affected with this frequency. If output capacitor has infinite value, there would be no voltage drop and so no inter-harmonic [23] . But in real systems, it is not possible to avoid capacitor discharge at output. Ripple at output has harmonics of integer multiple of input frequency (6 1 , 12 1 , 18 1 , …).
Creation of inter-harmonics is carried out at DC-AC conversion step. Inverter modulates input signals with its system frequency is . Therefore, inter-harmonics occur at these frequencies: 6 1 ± 0 , 12 1 ± 0 , 18 1 ± 0 , …. There is also an another inter-harmonic source, non-ideal character of inverter. Effect of non-ideality of AC-DC conversion systems are modeled in [23, 25, 26] . In investigated work, frequencies are grouped leading and lagging and expressed here as Equation 1 and Equation 2.
ESPRIT
In this section, ESPRIT algorithm is explained in two stages. Firstly, signal model is constructed then estimation principles are explained. All equations in this section based on these papers, [2, 27-28]
Signal model
In established signal model, it is considered that studied signal is narrowband signal. ( − 0 ) = − 0 (5) = − 0 ( ) With generalization of above equations, multiple signal case can be established. In multiple signal case, it is assumed that all signals have uncorrelated amplitudes and different frequencies.
Expectation of signals amplitudes is given in Equation 6 .
Due to origin of ESPRIT algorithm depends on Antenna Theory, it will be convenient assuming incident signal is captured by N sensors which are apart from each other with distance . If captured is ( ) by first sensor, and . delay is represented by ∆ , Equation 7 and Equation 8 can be written.
After defining these equations, signal model can be constructed. Captured signals by sensors have noise, so this effect is considered when deriving signal model. In Equation 9 , ( ) is called as steering vector.
= ( ) ( ) If there are independent source of signal, signal model can be written as Equation 10 . In this equation, ( ) is received signal × 1, ( ) is source signal vector ( × 1) ( ) is noise vector ( × 1) is steering vector ( × ).
( ) = ( ) + ( ) (10)
Algorithm
Equation 10 can be written as Equation 11
( ) = ( + 1) = ( + 1) + ( + 1) 
In Equation (12) and Equation (13), 2 is white noise, is identity matrix, is offset form of identity matrix by one element and = { ( ) ( )}. Finally, frequencies are estimated with calculating generalized eigenvalue of , = and , =
Simulations
In this section, MATLAB simulation of educational tool is presented. Screenshot of simulator is seen in Figure 2 . In realized simulator, users can load or create signals, analyze signals with ESPRIT algorithm and obtain numerical results which belong to signal attributes. Table 1 . In this table, column which is named "genuine value" represents real value of output frequency of inverter. Column which is called "detected value" is calculated result by ESPRIT algorithm. Last column shows related error of obtained results. In table 1, it is shown that low frequencies are detected more accurately than high frequencies which are shown in last 2 rows. It is due to narrow band modeling of this algorithm. Different and more accurate results can be obtained with changing parameter in Equation 8 . In this simulation, is selected as 0.5
Conclusion
In this study, harmonic analysis software was developed. In this software, users can analyse signals with ESPRIT algorithm. Due to parametric nature of implemented algorithm, not only integer harmonics but also inter-harmonics which are non-integer multiples of main harmonics can be calculated. Obtained results can be presented numerically and graphically. Realized software can also be used for educational purposes owing to its interactive interface. It can be used for understanding of harmonic analysis concept by students.
